More than a few of us at NIEHS were born around 1940 and recall that modern communication consisted of the telephone and the radio. Just take a trip through time, and look at the 1930 through 1990 editions of Popular Mechanics posted on the Internet (1). In the 1950s, a few envied families owned a black and white television, and by the 1970s color television began to replace the older sets. Fax machines and pagers began to appear in the 1980s, followed closely by cellular phones in the 1990s. The appearance of personal computers emerged in the last 10 years, but it was just in the last 2 years that software was (7) . The Internet is growing at an estimated rate of 9% to 12% a month, and has been characterized as "an unstoppable explosion" (8) . If these numbers sound large, consider that unique computer identification numbers had to be increased this year from 32 bits to 128-bit IP addresses to begin to handle more than the 1 billion addresses already assigned to machines (9) . This revolution is for the "masses"; it was estimated you can get wired for $208, get a used XT with two floppy drives for $70, a 2400-baud internal modem with free communication software for $18, and an e-mail and Usenet new-reading account for $10 a month (9) .
Today dictionaries and textbooks are being continually updated with new words and techniques that rival the imagination of science fiction writers. Even the trademarks of new products sound like they came out of a Flash Gordon comic book. Computer software given names like Netscape, Mosaic, Spyglass (2), Prodigy, Genie, or Marvel (10) conjure up visions of futuristic spaceships that can no longer rival the real one, "Challenger." The astoundingly rapid appearance of these programs, known as browsers for the Internet, or as commercial on-line services, are indicative of the economic forces driving the development of the Internet. However, the novel concept of linking computers throughout the world was not begun for commercial use but for advances in research and development.
Thankfully, advances in computer search and retrieval have kept pace with the exponential increase in technological advances and accompanying acronyms, or it would be almost impossible to keep up with the latest developments in a particular discipline. Scientific articles are filled with the now-familiar acronyms such as tRNA, SEM, PCB, or AhR, along with myriad terms for newly discovered genes (c-ab4 p53, hsp70, BRCA1, KAIJ), or techniques (PCR, TRAP, mAb, ELISA). Such rapid progress in science and wordsmithing has closely followed the invention of transistors, microchips, and computers. Automation of manual laboratory techniques with computers has enabled scientists to map, sequence, and discover genes and to investigate DNA damage and repair with accuracy and at rates heretofore thought impossible (11) .
In the past scientists often have restricted their energies to selfimposed arenas, many spending whole lifetimes on one species, pathway, or theorem. Today, to remain knowledgeable in a crosscutting discipline like environmental health sciences, a broad range of data available from such diverse fields as biology, chemistry, or mathematics must be retrieved, examined, and either rejected or selected as useful. Multiple computer linkages, enabled by utilization of a common language code between machines, known as SGML (standard generalized markup language) make these arduous processes feasible on the Internet. The utilization of electronic multimedia communication for technology transfer is one of the most important advancements in the 20th century.
Card catalogs, library loans, reprints, even library request searches using CD-ROMS are passe in the new world of scientific literature search and retrieval. The slaving graduate student no longer needs a carrel. With the proper hardware, software, and an individualized computer machine address, the modern scientist can design a search program that runs on the Internet, select articles that are identified as useful and obtain instant print-outs, or for convenience run the searches and download them overnight for browsing the next morning. The Sequence Retrieval System present on the Internet has been called the paragon for linked databases, interlinking some two dozen databases to merge many of the major biological databases of the world into one comprehensive structure (12) .
What else is available on the Internet? Truthfully, there is so much that nobody really knows. For example, using one of the search engines, the small Lycos in this case (2), the search for "environment" yields 12,703 documents, and within that category "dioxin" gives 82 hits, 98 for "estrogen," 228 for "PCB," 291 for "Drosophila," 1730 for "brain," and so forth. Within each of these subcategories there are hundreds of other categories, truly a web of information. Interestingly, in tune with the free-wheeling nature of the Internet, some directories started by individuals ended up as part of global browsers, as did Yahoo (2) 
